Improved Detection and Classification of Convulsive Epileptic and Psychogenic Non-epileptic Seizures Using FLDA and Bayesian Inference.
A high number of patients with epileptic seizures (ES) are misdiagnosed due to prevalence of mimic conditions. The clinical characteristics of mimics are often similar to ES. The events mostly misdiagnosed are of psychogenic origin and are termed as psychogenic non-epileptic seizures (PNES). The gold standard for diagnosis of PNES is video-electroencephalography monitoring (VEM), which is a resource demanding process. Hence, need for a more object method of PNES diagnosis is created. Accelerometer sensors have been used previously for the diagnosis of ES. In this work, we present a new approach for detection and classification of PNES using wrist-worn accelerometer device. Various time, frequency and wavelet space features are extracted from the accelerometry signal. Feature compression is then performed using Fisher linear discriminant analysis (FLDA). A Bayesian classifier is then trained using kernel estimator method. The algorithm was trained and tested on data collected from 16 patients undergoing VEM. When tested, the algorithm detected all seizures with 20 false alarms and correctly classified 100% PNES and 75% ES, respectively of the detected seizures.